Software Developer, Amsterdam
Are you a passionate software developer who enjoys independence? Do you see building something from the
ground up as a challenge? Do you enjoy working on software backed by a strong business concept? Are you
comfortable in a start-up environment? But would you also like to receive above-average pay and an intriguing
bonus? Would you like to learn from coworkers? Then read this job description!
Wolf Huisvestingsgroep is a young, fast-growing company in Amsterdam. Our small group of employees are all in
their twenties and thirties. Our business culture is informal, and we are motivated by a drive to enhance business
processes through solid automation. For the past 5 years we were among the 100 fastest growing companies in the
Netherlands. We are regularly approached by different media for our (critically constructive) opinion on the housing
and rental markets (which, in our view, is too traditional and not innovative enough).
We rent and manage residential portfolios which are outsourced to us by professional investors and housing
cooperatives. Often, however, investors and corporations handle the renting and management themselves using
special software. Many proprietary packages are based on Oracle, Microsoft or SAP, but not on SAAS solutions.
We want to change that! Using Winston: the SaaS solution for managing and renting residential portfolios.
For 10 years we’ve used our own customized software. Now, we’ve developed an ambitious plan to further improve
this software in order to make it marketable. We aim to make it more user-friendly than traditional software. We
intend to develop this software in collaboration with Eenvoud Media, a young Amsterdam based IT company.
To this end we are looking for two programmers. You will be employed by Wolf, but will spend a lot of time working
with the Eenvoud media team. Do you like the sound of this challenge, and do you meet the criteria below? We
would love to talk business with you!
Technical knowledge:

PHP (medior+ / senior level)

Experience in working with Laravel PHP framework is a plus

Javascript (medior+ / senior level)

mySQL

Experience in working with MVC frameworks

JS frameworks (angular / backbone)

Redis

Agile SCRUM experience

You bring:

We offer:

1. Minimum of 4 years
experience in software
development
2. A quality- and result-driven
attitude
3. Independence
4. A good playlist so we don’t
have to listen to that crap on
the radio anymore.









Plenty of room for, and trust in,
your expertise
A young, motivated team with
market knowledge
Your colleagues are web
developers at Eenvoud media
A good salary. A start-up
atmosphere with both young,
enterprising coworkers and
motivated coworkers.
Free housing in a basic apartment
within one hour of Amsterdam.
Unlimited coffee and pizza

About Winston, renting & managing in 2015
Corporations and investors, just like their tenants, have to deal with technological advances and new regulations. How to regulate renting and
management becomes an extremely relevant issue. Outsourcing is the solution in some cases, but not always.
Wolf Huisvestingsgroep has until recently focused on corporations and investors who outsource the renting & management of (a part of) their
residential portfolio. Sometimes it’s just a matter of renting houses, but it’s also possible this relates to, for example, renting houses intended for
temporary use, or for use by specific target groups. This has given us extensive expertise in all possible rental and management processes. We
have developed the software needed to execute these processes ourselves. Now we would like to expand this software, so other managers and
owners can also use it. In this way, we can be of use to corporations and investors who choose to keep the renting and management in their
own hands.

In cooperation with:

Interested?

http://www.eenvoudmedia.nl/

Contact Frank van Min
Phone: 06-27139050
Email: frank@wolfhuisvestingsgroep.nl
www.wolfhuisvestingsgroep.nl
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